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.A LADY WHO NEGLECTED the Hawk moths, even the rare 
to le\ve her- name phoried in my Lunas, can be found." 
absence that she had been read- * * * 
ing about the nocturnal singing of MR. GRANLEY WILL BE 
Mrs. G i 11 et t e's glad to furnish information as to 
catbird, and that methods of mounting and preserv-
in her own neigh- ing these beautiful creatures with-
borhood, which I out damage for the use of those 
unde r s t a n d is who wish to make collections. 
W. P. Davfos. 
somewhere in the * * * 
western part of I HAVE NOT FOUND AN IL-
the city, there is lustration of the Cecropia; moth, to 
a catbird which se~ whether or not it corresponds 
is addicted to the with the one described. I find, }:low-
same h bit. Each ever, that the Cecropia is allied to 
night its voice is the silkworm, which may account 
heard in the fam- for the· toughness of the _ _iber with 
iliar cat-call, fol- which the cocoon was attached to 
lowed by melodi- the wire on which it was found. I 
ous song. And I should imagine that cloth made of 
have the follow- that material would be next to in-
ing note from destructible. 
David Granley, 424 Cottonwood * * * 
street, with ·reference to the great A SM A.LL GIRL, HAVING ~ 
moth which emerged recently from read the story of the moth being 
its cocoon at the Peterson home, joined by her mate after clinging 
115 Walnut street: to a bench for . many hour~, burst * * * out laughing. Her mother asked 
· "I HA VE . JUST FINISHED what there was so funny about the 
reading your· column in this eve- story. "I was just thinking,'' said 
ning's Herald and 1 though you the child, ''how funny it would oe 
might wish to know· something for you to be sitting all day on a 
more about the moths you men- bench waiting for Daddy to come 
tioned. along." 
"From your description the moth I CAN'T :EE~ Tb GET MY 
found by Mrs. Peterson was a par-
ticularly fine specimen of Cecropia. wrens going properly. The house 
which they occupied last ' year is 
This species is one of the more one of those birch bark affairs that 
plentiful of the local moths, but it can't be cleaned without cutting 
always excites comment because of the fiber stitches which hold it to-
its great size. gether. Therefore , I hung it up this 
* * * year with the remains of the old 
''ONE OF TH~ MOST INTER- nest in it. A wren came along, re-
esting experiences one can have is moved a few feathers and twigs, · 
watching the birth af one of these then quit. A couple of weeks later 
large moths. As the moth crawls the same bird, or another, started 
from the opening it makes in the cleaning out. It removed some de-
,, top of th.e cocoon it seems def or~- bris, struggled vigorously with a 
ed. Its wmgs are mere stubs and 1t twig and quit. 
drags its flaccid body along the ' * * * 
twig as it crawls into the sunlight. DESIRING TO BE HELPF.UL I 
It clings there in the warmth, and cut the stitches which held the 
its body begins to throb as it for- bottom in, removed a hatful of 
ces fluid into its crumpled wings. small twigs, brushed out the build-
These expand, and are moved slow- ing, and replaced the bottom, fast-
ly back and forth in the. air to al- ening it with twine. A wren observ-
low them to dry and harden. Final- ed the job from a short distance 
ly, after a rest of a few hours, it and occasionally entertained me 
releases its hold and begins its with song. When it was all finish-
short life. ed the wren made a tour of in-
* * * spection. It entered the house and 
"THE GREAT MOTHS ARE remained some time. Then it came 
not v~ry .plentiful in North Dakota. out and made a complete cir~uit of 
. It is a bit dry for them · here, but in the building; ~eeming to examine 
Minnesota, among the lakes, there carefully the new stitches which I 
are thousands of them. Even here had made. I don't know what the 
one can get specimens of many verdict was, but the bird has not 
kinds. The Ios, the Underwings, yet moved in. 
SOME TIME AGO MENTION f-erred facetiously to . the fact that 
1 
': was made in this column of the it was born on the birthday of 
· fact that the Miles City, Mont. Queen Victoria. Just what conclu-
sion was to be drawn from · that 
Daily Star, published by J. D. was not made clear, but ·scanlan 
S can l a~' was promptly recognized the left-hand-
about to 1ss~e a ed welcome that had been given his 
s i Iv e r anmve.r- paper, saying that he had not · 
sary n1:1mber m though of the fact that i.Js paper 
celebrat~on of t~e was first published on the queen's 
completion of its birthday, but he was glad . to be re-
first , quar!e~-cen ... minded of the fact. He hoped: ·that 
tury· o.f existei1:ce. hfs paper would meri~ the· regard 
The mformatwn of the public as fully as had the 
interested me be- august lady whose birthday the 
cause Joe Scan- paper was proud to shar~. Rather 
Ian and I were neat, what? 
for several years * * ~ J 
f e 11 ow workers IN NORTH DAKOTA . SCAN ... 
on !he Grand Ian developed a flair for poliiics 
Forks He r a I d, which he never lost. Here he. could 
W P D · and Scanlan will usually be found at or -near · the · . . av1es. 
be reme~b ere d center when things were boiling, 
by many who were residents of and in Montana he speedily became 
Grand Forks 30-odd years ago. · so conversant with things political 
* * * that they made him chaitman of 
THE ANNIVERSARY NUM- the Republican state committee. 
ber is out, and I have received a He stopped off in Grand Forks a 
copy. It is a mammoth number, few years ago, and what a trans-
containing, in addition to the regu- formation! Instead of the slight 
.. lar news sheets, several magazine youth whom I had known he had 
· sections, with covers appropriately become a portly man of business,· 
' done in silver, containing a vast carrying his responsibilities and 
· quantity of material relating to the honors with dignity, but inside, as 
history of the Star and the history I discovered, the same old Joe. He 
of southeastern Montana. One ex- has worked hard and ear.ned suc-
ceedingly interesting feature · is a cess. May he live long and prosper, 
series of articles on the history of and may the paper which he 
newspaper-making. founded continue its fine service. 
* * * *" * * J. D. SCANLAN BEGAN HIS RESIDENTS IN THE VICINI-
newspaper career at the head of ty of Rochester, Minn., have. peti-
the lakes, serving at different tioned the state game authofities 
times the Superior Telegram and for removal of a colony of beavers 
the Duluth News-Tribune. Coming whose industry has rendered their 
to Grand Forks he joined up with presence undesirable. The beavers 
the Plaindealer and then moved built a dam across a creek and the 
over to the Herald, with which he road near by was flooded. Settlers , 
was associated for several years. broke the dam and the beavers re-
Drifting into politics he became paired it. A dike was built along-. 
1 chief clerk of the North Dakota side the road to prevent the flood 
house of representatives. After waters from reaching it, i>Ut the 
further newspaper exp,erience in beavers built their dam higher and 
St. Paul he moved to Montana and the road was still flooded. Either 
after covering considerable terri- the beavers must go or· there can 
tory there he became part owner be no road at that place. 
and later owner of the Miles City * * * 
Weekly !~dependent. That paper BEAVERS ARE INrEREST-
he transformed into a daily in 1911, ing animals, but thei;e are situa-
and under his guidance the Star tions into which they do not fit. 
has grown in size, wealth and in- The owner of a good hay meadow 
fluence until' it has few equals can ·scarcely be blamed if he does 
published in a city; of correspond- not like having it flooded in order 
ing ,size. to provide accommodations for a 
* * * beaver colony, and when one has 
THE FIRST NUMBER OF THE nurtured and protected a grove for 
Star was issued on May 24, 1911, years he does not care to have 
1 and the editor of a rival paper re- beavers cut down his trees. 

"ON THE RIM OF THE ABYSS" peace among othe1 , To achieve 
is th,; tit e of a timely book just'" this we have to fa e two inescap-
publlshed by Macmillan in which able obligations. We must not 
the author, Dr .. James T, Shotwell, make our security of a kind that 
w. P. Davies. 
of Columbia uni- pushes back into the gulf those na-
versity, pre·sents, tions that are clinging together at 
a thoughtful and its crumbling wall. That means 
constructive re- that we should not make ourselves 
v i e w of world the greedy accomplices of those 
conditions which who feed the fires of war in other 
make for peace countries. This is not only a duty 
or war at a time to others; it is a protection to our-
w h e n p u b 1 i c selves as well, for otherwise the 
thought is direct- outer rh;n will not be safe. But far 
ed more earnest- more important than these p·olicies 
ly toward those of safety are those of peaceful co-
conditions than operation in building up the alter-
has been the case natives to war, through both the 
f o r years. Dr. practice of justice and the erection 
Shotwell's inter- of those institutions which become 
e s t i n t h i s a fitting expression of the life of a 
subject is well real community of nations." · 
known,· as he has been active ;for * * * 
many years as an earnest student DR. SHOTWELL USES THE 
of the pr'oblenrt:l involved and has plural, "alternatives to war." He 
written often and forcefully about believes tbat war can and must be 1 
them. · · averted, but he does not believe i 
* * * that it can be averted by the erec~ I 
DR. SHOTWELL'S BOOK IS NO tion of one institution and the ad-
mere piece of hack-work, hastily option of one method to the exclu-
thrown together to meet a demand sion of all others. He believes that 
created by stirring and spectacular each crisis differs from all others, 
events. While its analysis, its cri- and that the nations must be pr.e-
ticisims and its constructive sug- pared to meet each with the im-
gestions are given peculiar ti:rheli- plements best suited to that .. par-
ness by the present course of world ticular task. 
events, it was first written two * * * · ~ 
years ago, as is explained in the HE BELIEVES THAT THE f • 
pref ace. In its revised form it rec- League of Nations has been of I 
ognizes facts as recent as of last great value. While it has failed to 
March, and its treatment of the meet adequately certain recent cri- · 
problems confronting the world is ses, he points out that it has been 
in the light of those facts, with a instrumental in preventing many 
1 
background of wide experience and wars whose tragic possibilities are 
thorough scholarship. beyond estimate. He is convinced 
* * * that the League must not be ab .. 
IN SELECTING THE TITLE andoned, but that such changes 
of his work Dr. Shotwell has used must be made in it as will provide 
a figure borrowed by a French a remedy for detects which have 
speaker from Dante in whfch the developed. He seeks to set forth 
nations are pictured ,1s in an abyss the nature of these defects, and 
shaped in concentric circles which, suggests methods whereby he be-
from the outer rim of greatest se- lieves they may be corrected. 
curity, constantly narrow as they * * * 
deepen toward the center of the BELIEVING THAT CHANGES 
gulf where those reside who are must be made in the methods em-
most threatened by war and have ployed by the League, and that it 
suffered most from it. must be prepared to adapt its * * * methods to the peculiar conditions . 
DISCUSSING TH E · OBVIOUS to which they are to be applied, he 
fact that all nations are not equal- is also convinced that American 
Iy close to war or equally menaced membership is essential to its in-
by it, and that the United States, fluence and success. This he held 
for geographical and other reasons, to be necessary for reasons of 
is on the "outer rim," the author world welfare and immediately in 
. holds that such security is only order to prevent the United States 
relative and temporary, and that a from being dragged into the abyss. 
policy of attempted isolation must Specifically he believes that Am-
be for us not only futile but dan- erican membership on the terms 
proposed in - the resolution intro-
* * * duced in the senate by Senator 
"THE ONLY HOPE FOR OUR Pope, of Idaho, would be safe and 
writes Dr. Shotwell, "is constructive. j 
FLY-TIME WILL SOON 
here. For many city residents the 
fly problem r has been greatly sim-
plified by the automobile, although 
· t h e connection 
W. P. Oavif!s. 
between the two \ 
may not be ap- , 
parent at first 
g 1 a n c e. F 1 i e s 
breed in rubbish 
heaps of all 
kinds, and the 1 
ideal place for 
. their propagation 
is a manure pile. 
B e f o r e the ad-
vent of the auto- ' 
mobile many' 
town f a m i 1 i e s 
kept horses, and 
every alley was 
lined ·with sta-
bles. At every stable there was a 
pl.le ot manure, and in every such 
pile thousands of eggs were depos-
ited by the flies that made the 
premises their home. The result 
was that every neighborhood had 
its swarms of flies which it was 
next to impossible to keep out of 
dwellings. 
"" "'I' "'I' I - - . 
FLIES REPRODUCE IN ENOR-1 no doubt many mothers have cop-
mous ratio, as· each female pro- ied it." , 
duces thousands of eggs, and gen-! * * * ' 
eration succeeds generation with\ DR. DAFOE BELIEVES THAT 
great rapidity. It has been calcu- the quintuplets have influenced 
lated tha the progeny of one pair! child care in allander itself. "l 
of flies, if unchecked, would num- ' have been allowed to toxoid all the 
ber billions by the end of a single local children and to vaccinate the 
summer, and we. are sometimes village school," he pointed out. ''I 
told that to kill one fly in the am public health officer for this 
spring heads off billions of them in .district, but I wasn't permitted to 
the fall. That is not · quite true. If . do that before. I~ the old ~ys no 
it were in the course of a few mother would thmk of leaving. her 
years the world would be just one b~bies outdoors i~ winter,· and 
· vast swarm of flies. Fortunately when we started doing it they held 
natural .· causes tend to hold the in- up their hands and said: •'They'll ~ 
sects i~ check. Still, it is good , freeze to death.' No~, those who 
practice to swat the fly. It is bet- ·1 can't afford. baby carriages to keep 
ter . still to clean up t~e breeding their children .in put them out on 
places, so that there will be fewer , the verandah in boxes. ~ 
flies to swat. · ' * ' * * . il 
* * * : "TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO 
MY FRIEND TOM ~ERRIG l th?re ~as a good deal of scurvy in .. 1 , 
has just given me a fine white iris this d1stri~t. Now, the b~bies · are J 
grown at his home. I haYen',t learn-1 r all bein ..g glven cod-liver 011 because 
ed its name but it is aboutl as fine the quintuplets have thrived on it. 
' Is it any surprise that the infantile 
a specimen as I have seen. It is, death rate here has gone down in 
of course one of the tall mid-sea- the last two years? That's one 
son varieties, tail, stately,' and with I thing the quin~~plets have done for 
white petals beautifully tinted near their fellow citizens. 
* * * the base. * * * ' 
THE AUTOMOBILES CHANG- * * * "FINALLY, AS TO ISOLATION. 
ed all that. Th~ automobile has IN AN INTERVIEW GIVEN A We think the quintuplets. should 
taken the place of the horse and newspaper correspondent a few stay in Callander with their par-
buggy, and the stable has .been re- days before the Dionne quintuplets ents, and we expect eventually to 
placed with the garage. The piles celebrated their second birthday, build a fJChoolhouse for. them up on 
of stable sweepings are gone, and Dr. Dafoe discussed a phase of the the hill. We hope to arrange later 
one main source of infestation has infants' life and of the care being to have them play with their · five 
disappeared. There are still plenty . given them which usually is not oth~ r broth~rs and sisters from 
of places in which the eggs may given much thought. He said: I across the way. But our chief con-
hatch, but flies are not present in * * * cern ls - to bring the parents and 
any such numbers as before. . "LET ME TELL YOU THESE children together. , We thought w.e 
* * * babies are improving the health of had succeeded a .~little whlle ago 
IF SUBJEQTED TO NO EX- America. Sometimes, when I find 
1
when we offered Oliva Dionne a 
ternal lnfluencls the house fly may myself wondering a b o u .t the I sum for his land,. a percentage of 
spend its entire brief life near the strange situation they and I have 1:PA'tking space revenues and a 
place of its .birth, but it can make 
I 
got ourselves into, I comfort my- lshare of all other' sums earned by 
itself at home almost anywhere self by remembering this justifica- the babies. It would have netted 
and it, may move from place to tion for it. After the news . went him something like ; ·$20,000., tt ye~r, 
place qui~e rapidly.' Tests recently out, for instance, that I had toxoid. _and he seemed at firpt to be highly 
made show that flies may travel , ed the quintuplets so many moth- satisfie~. But he returned later and 
several miles in a · day. In one test ers decided to follow suit with !told us he could not sign." 
a swarm of flies were colored with their offspring that I had letters 
dye and released. On the following of thanks from the heads of pub-
day several were found as far as lie health departments all over the 
five miles from their starting point. United States. Then, of course, 
· ""' "' ,., there is universal interest in their 
diet and daily routine. and I have 
' 
'fO THEOLOGIANS Wash us with water from the _, ches multiplied by Pi or 3.1416, a 
as others, prayer Has always been springs of Gqd total of 226.19 inches, or 1'early 19 
a mystery, and a mystery it re- Flood us with shining love for all, feet per each revolution of · the ped-
mains, as to its effectiveness and our fell ow men; al, and this 19 feet is, of course, 
t h e conditions On hu~ble knees we pray, with what the old highboy would do per 
W. P. Davies: 
which tend to bowed heads each revolution of the big wheel or 
make it effective. Le>rd, give us rain. .each revolution of its pedals which 
B u t, whatever * * * . were fastened directly onto the big 
may be said as to THE RETURN OF THE BI- wheel. I thought tliis rather inter-
the effectiveness cycle · to popularity · has prompted sting. 
of p r a y e r in w. E. Del..p.no to investigate the • . * * 
bringing to pass mathematics of bicycle gear ratios, "RATHER INTERESTING AL-
.t h o s e t h i n g s and he presents some inf orma.\i~n so is the way in which bicycle man-
which the peti- on the subject which will be new ufacturers today have created or 
tioners d e s i r e, to m~ny modem riders. He writes: are at least meeting the demand of 
there is no dif- · * * * bicycle buyers for highly equipped 
ference of opin- ''IN THE EARLY DAYS ONE machines, gimcracks of every kind 
ion as to the va- of the prime things of interest to including the double reinforcing 
lue of the devo- a bicycle rider was "what gear'' he 1bars across the top and at the 
ti on a 1 s p i r it had on his machine, that is wheth- head, mud guards, slanted frames 
which is an es- er it was a 66, 72, 80, 90 or higher, that seemingly put the rider at a 
sential part of , and I believe that all the boys of il>liysical disadvantage as far as 
f!arnest pr~yer. It was in this spir- those days knew how to figure the proper pedaling is concerned; 
1\· that the following prayer for gear,- although perhaps we did not .heavy tires, etc. for comfort in rid-
rain was composed during the kµ.ow exactly what it meant ex- ing but greatly increasing the 
drouth of two years ago by Mrs. cept we knew for a certainty that weight of the machine and certain-
An,na L. Haze~, and the sentiment - the higper the gear the more diffi- 'ly increasing the effort necessary 
expressed in the lines is as appro- I cult it was to negotiate hills. to propel the bike,-and how! 
prlate now as it was then. "AS FAR. AS. I KNOW THE\ * * * 
LORD 6~ U~ RAIN. kids of today know little or n.oth- ''RE~EM~ER THE OLD :CEN-
, ing about gear· ratio, possible, per- tury Riders of years ago. The 
By Mrs. Anil.a L. Hazen. haps, because in this ·practically boys who could get out on the 
Lord, give us rain- level country this ratio is not so dusty or muddy country roads and 
The clean pure rain from heaven. important. make 100 miles in a day? Sir! I'd 
Tliat washes roof and house uMy· curiosity moved me to in- like to see 'em do it today, even on 
And every tree and flower. . quire of Mr. Lyons, the sport shop our pavements, with some of these 
Tlll mountain tops stand bathed in man who con irmed the old meth- highly equipped machines that are 
clearest glow od dt figuring gear ratio and also he rule and not the exception. 
With white mi~ts hovering in the gave me other interesting facts * * * 
peaka that I did not know: "A GLANCE THROUGH SOME 
Like "White capped nurses pleased * * * of the bicycle literature that Mr. 
with AblUti()ns done; "IN FIGURING GEAR ON A a.yons has will delight the hearts 
When ~oads and stones and shin- bike the method is to multiply the of some of us oldsters, . for even to-
ing spires : wheel diameter in inches by the I day professional bike racers use 
All turn to Thee a gleaming face number of teeth on the frorit the _old .. fashioned light-weight 
of joy; sprocket then divide by the num- wheel with the ·handle bars 'way-
Lord, give us all the old time pour- ber of teeth on the rear sprocket. down-for-real-business, and some 
Ing rain•. The result will land you somewhere of the "name plates" that show up 
* * * in the 60's or 80's or whatnot. But in the illustrations are identical to 
Lod, give men rain today; what do these 60's or ·80's mean? those of 30-40 years ago, and that's 
From Arizona's sand to North Da- That's the point! heartening in these days of speed 
kota plains * * * and changing conditions. 
Men's eY's still search the slties for AS LYONS SAYS FIGURING "To ·negotiate a 16% grade with 
old time rains the gear goes back' to the days a 66 geared wheel in the old days 
From Oregon to Rock bound east- whe_n the "safety .bicycle" took the tequired lots of str~ngth; it c~uld 
ern Maine . place of the great high wheeled, af- hardly, be done with an 80.,, I 
Ohlo'B valleys and the Texas range ~air of the Victorian days, and the couldn t even make it with a 66. 
Wise men and helpless beast alike gear of the "safety" was a com- ! :z.::_:::::.::; t 
do pray ·paFison of the distance that ma-
Lord, give us rain. chine would travel per each revo-
* · * * lution of the pedal with the dis-
Lord, give 1.JS rain ( tance one of the "high boys'' would 
Rain for OUl" la.nds and for our travel per each revolution of the 
souls . big wheel. For instance, Lyons 
Look down on these United States, says, if the safety bike was geared 
so fouled with sin o 72, it was a comparison with one 
So many hearts ·tilled with the dust of those big six-foot or '72-inch f · 
of life highboys . . "A bicycle geared at, say, 
With love of things, and 2 will travel a distance of 72 in-
far from Thee 
WRITING FROM F O RE ST locality, and I ha e seen' it stated : 
River Ml 8 Ida M. Dunlop says: that their numbers are increasing 
"I am i tereated in your column in most sections of the country· 
~ This is a good thing, as these birds 
liI the erald, espeeially: when you consume a vast quantity of weed 
write of birds. seeds. The members of the pigeon 
You asked if family differ· in several respects 
anyone had heard from most otber-· birds. Both male 
the catbird sing- and f emal bird take tu~ns on the 
ing at night. I nest. Both feed tbe yot\llg by pw:np-
heard one both ing partially dig sted :food into the 
Friday a.nd Sat- mouths of the naked young ones . 
. urday nights, a In drinking, instead of raf ing 
week ago. BQth their head to let the water run 
nig happen- down, they keep their bills immers-
d to come in ed and drink like a cow. An9 I 
about 1 o'clock suppose that the practice is the 
and th ught the same with mourning doves as with' 
car bad disturb- pig*>ns in that when the young are 
ed it. l also beard well feathered out, they are forcib-
one last year un- ly and u c~relQonlously expelled 
der similar cir- from the n st .. There is n coddling 
cum s t a n e e s. I a.tter that. 1 
ug t lt aa a rown thrasher , * * 
but Fri.4-,y night I heard the cat- QUITE A UMBER OF NORTH 
cal &bout the middle of the recital. Dakota pe ple visit Washington 
* * • each sumni r. Tho e who see the 
"ALONG THE RIVE R, IN monume t for the st me may 
athgate, where I teach, the red- be interested i 01De statements 
ng d blackbirds have concerts on about it made by a writer in t~e 
oonllr t ntgb . We saw a pine Ki\vanls ~~gazine. One littie-
osba Bathgate this spring. known fact l that the monument 
r t one I had seen. It was on6e tot . Work on the 
t a farm and ate in front mon ment was suspended when it 
r a wee , then dlaap- was 150 feet high. On the night of 
o e, or upi , ebruary 21, 18o5,; members of the 
almost o ch It. I took "Know-Nothing" party broke into 
:bll2)Ult t to see it d It left the offices ot the commission 
wh ch ,s.d the work in cllarge, 
* * seized all the records, and set 
DRENCHINGS ARE themselves up a custodians of the 
ne ting birds! A bird that monument. In he absence of the 
around and is at records the former officers were 
uatly fl d aome e- unable to establl h theJ.r laim, and 
om v a severe the invaders held •ion tor 
t b r the nest four years, whep an ac of ongress 
tay ther it, di posse ed t h e m, created the 
I not do to 1 t e eggs Washington Nat1onal onument 
com chilled. I a small tree aasoclatlon a.ad reinstated the for-
ear th~ house a mourning dove mer members and officer~ 
has h r nest. She has been there * * * 
for about a week, covering, I p- MONUMENT IS SAID TO 
se, the two eggs that are u al y been built wrong end up and 
th bird. The ne is & out. The former stat ment le 
rough affatt of small twigs, care- b on the fact that t e most 
lea ly together• and the dura~le stone in the struc re is in 
tree in ch l particular nest i t.l}e upper section, where it has the 
built b not enough foliage to least weight tQ cary. Aiso, the 
ect it from even a gentle stone which lines the monument is 
o er. That rain on Sunday of far more durable character than 
,.. ..• .-.."t :eoured upon that bird for that of the exterior. Notwlthstand-
n ms, yet in the morning, there ing that many talier sltyecrapers 
as, att~ndtng faithfully to her have been built, the Washington 
monument rema the taftest 
* * * stone structure in the world, being 
-. .... - ............. G DOVES SEEM TO 555 feet high. The Great Pyr d 
ore numeroua this was originally 481 feet high. 
IN THE FOLLOWING LETTER than in the compact growtl~. of ev-
Mrs. K. C. Thomson describes the ergreens. 
unusual behavior of a robin at her ~ * * * 
home at Bowesmont: "What I feel. IT IS QUITE POSSIBLE THAT 
is a very unusual this robin, as Mrs. Thomson sug-
and most inter- gests, may have chosen a site for a 
esting procedure S'econd nest because of inability to 
in nest b'µilding reach its · first nest, although nest 
has been under building is still in progress. While 
my obser vat i on Mrs. Thomson's robin was build-
during the past ing its netst, possibly its second for 
few days. A moth- the season, an able-bodied robin in 
er robin with a my yard · was busy for .. days gath-
broken wing has ering material, although . young 1 
been hopping robins were already following their 1 
about the yard mother about the place, begging 
for about 10 days. for worms instead of digging them 
For the past_week up for themselves. The loafers! 
I have noticed * * * 
her with grass, W. E. DELANO'S COLLECTION 
twigs, etc., but of bicycle reminiscences has inter-
hadn't succeeded ested several readers, among them 
in finding where she took it. Then J. H. Pearson, advertising manag-
I discovered that she took it to the er of the Herald, who, incidentally, 
blue spruce in the front yard. will be glad to discuss your adver-
* . * * ti~ing problems with you at any 
"THE BRANCHES OF THIS time. Pearson, as his friends 
sp7;uce start about 6 inches :from know, is English, and in his boy-
the ground. The bird ·hops from hood in England he rode a bicycle 
branch to branch to a height of regularly. He tells of one feature 
about 5 to 6 feet from the ground. quite common on English bikes of 
From here she takes off to a box that · period which is entirely new 
elder which is about 7 feet from to me, namely, a device for chang-
the spruce, and in which she is ing gears. The gear-shift lever was 
building her nest. Today she is in a small contraption clamped to 
busy lining the inS'ide of the nest the handle-bar and was connected 
with ·mud. by means of a wire with a gear 
* * * combination in the rear hub. 
"I AM INTERESTED IN * * * 
knowing if you have heard of a THREE SPEEDS WERE USED, 
case of a bird's wing healing. Is it· low for climbing hills, second for 
probable this is the second neh normal travel, and high for speed-
building this season for this robin, Ing. The bicycle on which this de-
due to the fact that she is unable vice was used was of the modern 
to reach her first nest since break- safety type, and was chain-driven. 
ing her wing?" · I don't. understand at all how it 
* * * worked. 
THIS CASE IS MOST INTER- Some time before bicycle riding 
esting. Certainly broken wings may slumped there was marketed a ma-
heal. That would depend on the chine driven , by geared wheels in.-
character and extent of the injury stead of a chain. A shaft ran from 
· and the luck which the crippled crank-:-shaft to rear hub, and pow-
bird lias in keeping out of the way er was transmitted by means of 
of cats. Even after the break has geared pinions at each end. For 
been repaired, the 1wing may be some reason the device did not 
left stiffened or crooked, impairing prove successful. 
, the bird's power of flight. This rob- Another novelty in . bicycles 
' in h~s certainly chosen an ingeni- which preceded the safety by a few 
ous method of gaining access to years was that which had one big 
the ·site of the new nest by climb- wheel and one little one, but with 
ing stairs, as it were. As to why the little wheel in front. The rider 
I 
the robin has_ not chosen to build in sat on a seat well to the front of 
the spruce, which is easy to climb; the big wheel and pumped two 
rather than in the box elder, to pedals which operated a ~lut~h de-
r which it must make a short flight, vice. The late F. T .. . E.9~t, the ·pai~t-
1 
the answer is, probably, that obins er, rode one of those .bikes . .for sev-
prefer to nest in the relatively open eral years after the low safety . had 
growth of deciduous trees rather come into. general use. 
I 
JUST HAD A CALL FROM embellished with carvings done by 
Rev.· James Austin, of Hannah, on slaves who were expert in the use 
. of carving tools. 
his way home from a wmt.er spent * * * 
in Virginia. During. the. winter A PHO'l'OGRAPH CARRIED 
W.P.Davies 
Mr. Austin made by Mr. Austin shows a spring 
his headquarters house built of stone, no one knows 
at the home · of how many years ago. The stone 
1 his daughter and structure is built over a ~pring, the l 
son - in - law at water emerging on the lower side 
B 1 a c k s b u r g, in a small rivulet. Inside milk is j 
where his son-in- set to cool in the icy water, just 
law is a member as it was set by other hands · gen-
of the faculty of erations ago. The homes are full _of 
the . Virginia Poly- ancient furniture, much ,of it made 
technic institute. by slaves from local material. Mr. 
M:r. Austin is en- Austin mentions one great mahog-
thusiastic o V· e r any bedstead whose posts ate 
the beauty of the a.bout five inches in .diameter. 
· Virginia . 1 a n .d - * * * 
scape. He delay- THE VIRGINIA PEOPLE TAKE 
ed his r e t u r n pride in their history and are doing 
north for some· much to preserve the objects of 
time in order that he might see beauty and of interest which have 
the mountains decked out in the been handed down to them, and 
' garments· of early summer flow- while the industries of the state 
ers .. As he left the hills were aglow have changed, the gracious spirit 
with laurel, rhododendron and which is traditional is still there. 
I azalea. These and other . flowering The rush of modern life has not 
plants grow wild in great masses, yet taken possessic;m of that sec-
and the beauty of their coloring is tion of Virginia. The people still 
indescribable. know what leisure is, and they 
* * * have retained the capacity tt> en-
VIRGINIA, OF COURSE, IS joy it. 
rich . in historic associations, and * * * 
Mr. :Austin enjoyed visits . to old AN INTERESTING REMIND-
plan_tations, many. of wh~ch are er of the days of the old south 
still owned by families which had came to the attention of Mr. Aus-
. develop~d them in the very early tin at a horse show which he at-
years of the nation's historr. On tended. · Scores of representatives 
one such plantation is the house of the equine aristocra~y were 
built more th~ a century ago of there, many of them from Ken-
brick made on the ground · by slaves tucky, where ho~se rearing long 
ot the family. Former slave quar- since became a fine art. The ani-
ters are now occupied by white mals shown were of many types, 
1 employes and , their families. beautiful, spirited, .. many of them 
: ~ * * . ridden by experienced ·horsemen or 
, ON · THAT· ESTATE I>AIRYING horsewomen, . meticulously garbed 
, has taken the place of tobacco and securely seated. To the casual 
raising. In the herd are over 100 onlooker the horses all seemed 
fine Guernsey cows which finq. perfect. But one man observed 
rich, pasturage . in the blue-grass them with an admiring, but severe-
meadows whic~ run through every ly critical eye. He was a gentle-
i little valley. On that estate the la,- man, from old Kentucky, eighty 
~ tes.t scientific methods of dairying years of age, but he is as keenly 
, are f~llowed. Barns and milking interested in horses as in the days 
appliances are immaculate. One in• of his youth and never misses an 
teres~tng feature is the provislpn important race or horse show. He 
Jnade for driving the cows tllrough was a man of imposing appearance, , 
a shallow stream . before they enter tall broad-shouldered and erect, 
the milking ,barns in order that and · in . his white linen suit .and 
their :feet ma.y be clean before the broadbrlmmed hat, with white hair 
sacred precincts are entered. falling almost to his shoulders, he 
* * * made an imposing appearance. He 
THE INTERibR OF THE could find spots , where even the 
mansion is finished in native best of the horses lacked just a 
woods sawed from timber cut on little of perfection. He was a gen-
the. grounds. Each room has its tleman of 'the old school, and his 
fireplace artistically built of 
1
native friends say- that he adheres to the 
ston~ The great stairway has a ancient and honorable Kentucky· 
rail turned from a , native cherry custom of taking his ''likker" 
e and much of the woodwork is straight. 
z, ,p f 44! )A 

AN ARTICLE IN THE SAN I THAT CHANGES.,. ARE TAK-
Diego, .. Calif., Uni'on, which has l ing place on the floor of the Pa- the approximate position, proceed-
ed to make an intensive search 
just been passe9- on to me, attrib- , cific is well understood. It is not sailing back and forth over a larg~ 
utes marked changes in North so .certain that ·those changes are section which must · include the 
American weath- part of a general sinking of land . missing island if it existed. Sound-
er to cha n g e 5 masses within and around the Pa- , ings were taken continually and 
which are occur- cific. It is true that .islands have the line showed great depth.' Sud-
ring in the bed disappeared, but occasionally the denly the water shoaled, and there 1 
of the Pacific same islands have reappeared, and was the possi'bility of a dangerous f 
ocean. Citing the new islands ~ave occasionally ap- reef. But nothing of the kind was 
familiar fact that peared where no _islands were found. The water deepened pres-
bilands have oc- . known before. Parts of the ocean ently as suddenly as it had shoaled. 
casionally disap- floor are unstable, but whether The spot was exactly that where 1 
P e a r e d beneath their general trend is upward or the charts showed that Anson is-
the surface . of downward is a matter of some land should be. 
the Pacific, and f doubt. * * * 
referring also to . AMONG THE INHABITANTS e 
the discovery at I THE OPINION OF THE WRIT- of the island of Yap there is a tra-
:various places a\ er that changes in the Pacific have ditio;n which bears on the · subject. t 
great depths of impeded the 1 development of rain Years ago, says the tradition, 
evidences that \ clouds which heretofore have wa- th.ere was an island cUstant several t 
formations now tered the middle and western sec- days' sail whose inhabitants paid s W.P.Davles 
hundreds of feet below the surface tions of the United States does not tribute to the ruler of Yap. Each t 
were once dry land, the writer con- appear to· be sound. The United year a boat was sent to collect the 
eludes that the entire Pacific bed States east of the Rockies received tribute. One year the boat was 
is slowly subsiding, taking with it practically no water from the Pa- sent as usual, and after a time ft le 
not only distant islands, but con- cific ocean. VVestern winds blow returned without tribute. The em- 1 
tinental masses including those over the mountains continually, issaries reported that they had 1 
along the "earthquake zone" of but they leave their moisture on I gone to the customary p!,,ce, but 
the California coast. the other side. On the western side j after searching for days had failed * * * of that vast wall of rock is con- · to find the island. Some convul-
SOME SUPPORT FOR THE : densed in .rain or snow practically 
I 
sion. of nature had subrnerged An- t 
, theory of· general subsidence is· all the moisture that is brought in son .1sland and destroyed all its iri- h' 
1 found in the evidences of man's from -the Pacific. habitants. · l Is; handiwork which have been dis- * * * r,-:-_-:::;;::".':--------------, 
covered on some of the South Sea NEA~LY ALL OF THE RAIN ~---.-v-~·~~.--
islands. There are found vast that falls on the United States east 
structures of stone, blocks of which of the Rockies comes from the At-
weigh many tons and it is reason- !antic or the Gulf of Mexico. While 
ed that the e;istence of those it is true that in this locality most 
structures implies the existence at of the clouds that bring our ''cloud-
some time of a large population, bursts" come up~n us fro~ the 
well advanced in the arts, under an west, they move m great circular 
organized government which could paths whose segments may bring 
command the labor of armies of clouds locally from any direction. 
trained workmen. * * * 
* * * I THERE IS AN INTERESTING 
THESE CHANGES IN LAND story concerning t~ie d!sappeara~ce 
levels are believed by the writer to of one Sou~h Pacific island which 
have caused changes in ocean cur- [ was told me by Admiral Schofield 
rents which in turn have produced of th~ ~nited States navy. After 
~hanges in wind currents .which one of his voyages Captain Anson, 
govern continental climates. Itef- of · the British navy, reported the 
erence is made to a change, in the discovery of an island in the 
direction of the great Humboldt South Pacific, and in his honor 
current which, emerging .from the the island was na~ed Anson is-
Antarctic, skirts the coast of South land. It was so designated on all 
America before being dissipated in t?e charts for many years. It was 
t;.e central Pacific. \That change situated in an area visite.d by few 
was followed by heavy rains along ships, but _occasionally a captain 
the South American coast in areas would question the accuracy of the 
where rain had scarcely been charts, reporting that he had vis-
known. The writer attributes to ited the ' latitude and longitude 
this cause the heavy rains that where the island was marked, ·and · 
have flooded our southern states, found no land. Such reports became 
and also says that it has "impeded more numerous, and Schofield, 
the customary development of the then a captain, was instructed to 
rain clouds that used to bring rain go. a~d find the island and ascer-
to the far~ing regions throughout . tam ~ts ~orrect position in order 
the middle and western sections of j that it might be properly marked 
our country." on the charts. Captain Schofield 
* .. ,,, .... sailed for the spot, and, ... reaching 
A FEW PAILS OF WATE.R of that tree covers approximately 
poured immediately around the 1,200 square feet . . To cover that 
base of a tree makes quite a pud- area with an i.nch of wate: there 
· would be reqmred 100 cubic feet, 
dle, and with such a quantity it 750 gallons, or 15 50-gallon barrels. 
seems that a tree The statement is often made that 
s~ould ~e satis-, city water is not nearly as good for 
fied f o .r q u it e lawns and gardens as rain. It 
some tim~. For isn't but not for the reason often 
a small tree just assi~ned, that rain water is' of bet-
planted, half a ter quality. The reason is that 
barrel of water when it rains enough to be worth 
applied once a while we get more wa.ter. If any-
. week close to the one doubts this let him take his 1 
tree should se;ve garden hose and hold it while it 
the purpose mce- 'delivers 15 barrels of water and 
Iy. The idea is t? then compare that job with the or-
saturate the s01l dinary sprinkling of a 40-foot circle. 
down where the A week ago we had the equivalent 
deep . roots _are, of 25 barrels of rain on . such an 
thus k e e P 1 n g area in a single night. 
W P D . them where they * * *. • . · av1es. 
be 1 on g. Mere ONE OF THE IMPORTANT 
sprink\fng not only serves no good sources of Canadian revenue is the 
purpose, but is positively injurious. tourist trade, and the Canadian 
It encourages the growth of sur- governments, dominion and provin-
f ace roots, upon which the tree cial, are doing all they can to 
comes to rely. Then, when the sup- stimulate that trade. Most of our 
ply of water fails, the tree is gone. own states are making simHar ef-
* * * forts. There is no ,state which has 
HA V IN G OCCASION TO DO not something whiGh it would be 1 
some spading near a northwestern interesting for visitors from a dis- ; 
poplar I encountered one of the tance to see~ · This suggesfs an idea 1 
trees roots at a point about 10 feet that seems not to have occurred to '. 
, from the tree. The root, about our national planners. Let's all 
three-·quartcrs of an inch in dis.- knock off work and go touring for 
meter, ,\·as cut at that point. I the rest of the summer. If this 
seized the eevered part and pulled were done every state would re-
1 
It seemed that I never would come ceive enormous revenues from the 
to th.a end of that root. When I sale of gasoline, hotels would do 
got through I had 8 feet of root, an enormous business, and perhaps 
and as the slender end broke off, I public budgets could be balanced 
suppose it must have reached a by fall. On second thought it ap-
couple of feet farther. There was pears that a lot of people would 
20 feet of root, with inumerable have to stay at home to sell gaso- , 
fibers attached. line, run the hotels and collect the 
I 
* * * money, but that's a detail with 
ON THAT BASIS THE ROOT which I haven't time to bother. 
system of that tree covers a circle * * * 
40 feet in diameter. The tree, when SOME TIME AGO I MENTION-
about three years old, was planted ed a Chinese elm that was having 
seven years ago. It has had six a hard struggle to· survive. It fail-
full seasons of growth in its pre- ed to come through and I remov-
sen t location and is now about 25 ed it the other day-dead as a 
feet tall. The root has been grow- door-nail. My own experience and , 
ing at the rate of three or four feet my observation of similar trees in 
a year. The tree has been drawing the neighborhood convinces me 
moisture and food from all that that the Chinese elm is not the 
area. What would a bucket or two tree for this locality. It is a beau-
of water at the base of that tree tiful tree, with graceful form and 
amount to? fine, lacy foliage, but its rapid 
* * * growth seems to make it sensitive 
AT THIS POINT A LITTLE to a variety of unfavorable condi-
arithmetic may be interesting. It tions, and one doesn't like to nurse 
takes about an inch of rain to get a tree along for several years and 
right down where the tree roots then have to start all over again. 
are picking it up. The root system ife is too short,. for much of that. 
I DON'T KNOW HOW IT MAY of them was a thrilling and stimu-
be out in the country, but around lating experience. 
town the mosquitoes this year, ... . THE DER1M;R ciACTUS BED 
while perhaps 'not more numerous is on the very crest of the hill, 
than in o t 1?- e r where practically all the rains run 
years, strike me off. The plan ts have never been 
as b~ing especial- watered, nor have they been given 
ly 111- mannered any protection over winter. 
a n d unusually * * * 
poisonous. Tradi- F R O M THE DESCRIPTION 
tionally the mos- which I gave of the giant moth 
quito entertains found at the Peterson home on 
its victim with Walnut street a few weeks ago one 
song. The victim friend identified it as the Cecro-
may not care for pia. That identification has now 
the s o n g, but become positive as I have just 
when he hears it been shown a Cecropia, identical ' 
he knows what in color and markings with the 
to expect. But Peterson moth, which the Univer-
these little beasts sity biologists classify as the Ce-
sneak up on a cropia. This moth was shown to 
f e 11 ow without me by Miss Lillian Carter, who 
warning, and the first thing he found it clinging to a tree at ·the 
knows he has been given a hypo- edge of University park one morn-
1 
dermic injection of a virulent poi- ing as she was on her way to her 
son that raises a great welt and classes at the University . 
. keeps him awake most of the * * * 
night. IN WRITING ABOUT J. H. 
* * * I Pearson's English bicycle the other 
JOE BELL DEREMER, WHO day I neglected to mention its 
hails f.rom New Jersey, says that weight. Equipped with a wire bas-
it is a mistake to associate his ket in front and a light metal lug-
, st.ate with mosquitoes, which is the j gage-carrying shelf at the rear, it 
common custom. He admits that I weighed just 16 pounds and M. C. 
, there are mosquitoes in New Jer-, Bacheller tells me that he had one 
sey, but he insists that they are at about the same time that weigh- · 
numerous only in a few marshy lo- ed only 13 pounds. Although light, 
calities. In the rest of the state the machines of that period were 
they are comparatively rare. To be- sturdy. Few mechanical structures 
come really acquainted with mos- have been built which combined 
quitoes Mr. DeRemer had to come economy of material and strength 
to North Dakota. as well as was done in the bicycles 
, * * * of that period. The tires were 
THE DEREMERS, BY THE pneumatic but of small diameter. 
way, have a cactus bed which is a They were highly inflated and the 
thing of beauty just now. I think machines were propelled much ' 
I wrote something about the plants more easily than the heavier mod-
last year. They are now blooming. els of today with their large, soft 
One plant especially, which Mrs. tires. The machine with the big, 
DeRemer picked up near Williston soft tires, is easier to sit on but 
when it was small, has expanded harder to push. 
until it is several feet in diameter. * *. * 
It is now putting out waxy, cream- THE FIRST SAFETY WHEEL 
tinted blossoms, while others run that I owned I bought second-hand 
, to more pronounced colors. for $15. It was a Victor spring 
l * * * fork with a solid rubber tire about 
USUALLY WE THING OF THE an inch in diameter. The tire had 
cactus as a tropical or subtropical stretched so badly that the cement 
desert plant, but many of the spe- wouldn't hold it in place, so thatl 
cies grow well to the north. Many most of the time I was riding on a 
years ago, in Stutsman, Wells and loose tire. That was all right going 
Foster counties, we found many straight ahead, but a sudden 
specimens of ·a small cactus, about swerve would throw the tire off 
the size of a golf ball, covered with and wind it up in the chain. The 
sharp .spines and bearing a pretty spokes had seen hard usage and 
pinkish flower. I wore canvas were continually breaking. To off-
shoes because they were' easy on set that I carried a small roll of 
the feet and when I stepped on wire with which I made repairs as 
one of those spiny things I knew it I they were called for, which was 
was there. Also, to sit down on one often. 
ONE MIGHT BE . INCµ:NED 
to think that it might not be a 
bad idea if the usual order in resi.: 
dence building had been reversed 
• l 
THERE IS INTENDED HERE I 
nothing derogat,ory to our . front 
yards. As one drives up and down 
and all the hou- the residence streets he can scarce .. 
ses had been ,lY fail to comment on the clean-
built fronting the ness and trimness of the homes. 
alleys, with the L 
b k d f 
awns, as a rule, are well kept. ac yar s ac-
ing the . m a i n Good taste is shown_ in the selec-
streets. T h a t tion of flowers and shrubs for 
would have given frontal adornment. Berms are us-
passers by a view ually well sodded and kept in good 
of grassy lawns, condition. And liberal ·use of paint 
1 
s h a d y n o o k s, has kept the buildings looking 
beds of gorgeous fresh and tasty. 
flowers and well- * * * 
k e p t vegetable BUT TO SEE AND ADMIRE 
i 
1W. P. Davies. 
gardens w h i c h all this and . yet miss the back 
few of us see as yards is to miss the spirit of the 
we drive by. In whole thing. It is in those back [ 
second thought, yards that many of our men and 
that wouldn't do, either, · for the women spend some of -their hap-
essential thing about a well-order- piest hours, working, often, at 
ed back yard is that it is in · fact a back-breaking tasks, spading, trans-
bac~ . yard, designed primarily for planting, and performing all the 
the enjoyment of · the owner and olher labor necessary · to job of 
his family rather than for the in- guiding nature into some of her 
spection and admiration of the most · beautiful and satisfa.ctory 
public.- If' we should put our back forms of expression. There one 
yards in front they would become finds the artistry that is in human 
front yards, designed with a view beings being worked out in grass, 
to the , tastes and opinions of the and flowers and shrubs, in .well-
passing public-exhioition pieces balanced design which, presently, ... 
rather than places in which to will charm with form and color 
live. and fragrance . 
.'* * * * * * .. THE BACK YARD BELONGS THERE IS ILLUMINATION 
to tpe family. It ·expresses the fam- and inspiration in a tour of the 
.ily's dominant tastes, and it pro- city's back yards, for there will be 
vides a · means for the living of found expressed . th~ spirit of home 
family life in freedom and inde- as it is .expressed nowhere else, and 
pendence. It is t~ere that one can it is heartening to see how many 
really feel at home. And while it of our least expensive homes have 
would destroy the quality of the J.?een made livable and beautiful by . 
perfect back yard to have removed the labor expended by loving hands 
from it that certain degree of ·pri- on their ·back yards. 
vacy which lends it charm, it would * * ' * 
be a fine thing for all of us to be- THAT THE OWNERS ARE 
come more familiar with the back proud of their achievement is ·nat-
yards of our neighbors, and they ural and proper. ~ore important, 
with ours. they are in love with their work. 
* * * The design of the garden is theirs. 
DESPITE THE LATENESS OF If they have made mistakes they 
the season, the need for more wa- will learn what they are and recti-
.ter than the clouds have brought fy them. They have seen the bare 
us, and the fact that much vege- earth covered with a velvet carpet 
tation was killed by the severe of ._ green. They hav~ watched _. tiny 
winter weather or the preceding seedlings become· lusty, plants. They 
.. . drouth, or both-despite all these know · that · somewhere ·in ~moryo 
things, .Grand Forks today is a buds are hidden beauty . of form, 
city of. actual beauty in being and glory of color and richness of frag-
1, of even greater beauty in immedi- ranee. And they have the con- . 
ate prosp.ect. One does not realize sciousness · that they have createa 
this , fully. until he has visited a; lot something that helps to make life 
of pack yards. worth living~ 
ORR! PARKINS, OF HOO- WRITING .. ,, FiOM .. . FAIRDALEi l · · 
Ii. h b interested in what he , M El. b th .· Wi'lcox . and a docfor-•liook, both printed m · Pe, as een rs. iza e • .. Beasle~ 1806 a hand-written recipe book 
has read in this column about the sar,s: . and 'two volumes of a diary, dating 
nesting habits of birds, and sub- . . 1 wish to express my apprecia- from , 1815 to 1823. All these were 
i ~ · mits a descrip- · tio1: of the :poem "Lord Give Us the , property of my grandfather. . 
W.P.Davies 
Rain" by M 'r. H h' h ' , tion of the man- bi·' h . r.:,". azen, w IC was Rev. Lumund Wilcox, .or my great- ! 
ner in which a ~u 18 ed m. your column a few grandfather, Rev. Enos Bliss. None 
w. re n tried to ays a~o. This year I per~etrated a of these are valuable, except sen-
build its nest in f e~ Imes after the ram ca:&ie, timentally, more than others of 
a decidedly unus- which I enclose-a cry of thank- their kind but I hope to get the 
ual place. , fulness from the inarticulate. Shakespea~e rebound, sometime. 
"About a week * * * * * * 
ago," writes Mr. "I SO MUCH ENJOY REFER- "EACH YEAR, AS THE HOLI-
Parkins, ''I was ences you have ·. made to your old day season approaches, I think of 
helping to dig a home in Ontario, and to reading.:. . a poem · my brother once read to 
potato pit at one books of an older day. I possess a me, but which we have lost. It was 
of our neighbors. Sander's Union Fourth Reader, of called "The Legend of the Mistle-
We used a trac- 1877, and a Harper's Fourth Read- toe." It was the story of a monk, I 
· tor to dig t~e er of 1888, besides a McGuffey's think, who found a ·maiden in the 
hole, and while t First Reader, also of 1888, I be- woods, under some sort of impris-
we were :3-t work lieve. I began my schooling with oning s~ell which threatened her 
we n o t 1 c e d a the last, in South Dakota and the soul. If she coul~ be 'kissed by 
wren hopping about, but didn't pay same year my husband le~rned the holy man', she would be saved. The 
much attention to her until we same· words (and pictures) in the monk felt that he would sin if he 
stopped the tractor. Then we no- hills of Arkansas. Both of us can kissed her, but sin worse to leave 
ticed the little wren come with a still · quote fhe story of Ponto and her. The mtstletoe grew above her 
small stick with which she lit on the dolls, verbatim. head. The last lines went some-
one of the spokes of the tractor * * * thing like this: 
wheel. Immediately she went into "MY PARENTS CAME F.ROM "-since_ t}J.at time, that any man 
the hub of the wheel, which has an 'York State', · as they called it, to May blameless kiss what maid he 
op ning about the size of a dollar. Illinois in the 'sixties-my father can, . 
Every time the tractor stopped she enlisted from there for his Civil Beneath the mistletoe." 
would come with more sticks with If you know it, could it be print-
which to build her nest. She didn'twar service, and prought my ed in your column, or do you sup-
care about us. We knew she mother ther~, a bride, in · 1868. I pose some of your many kindly 
couldn't raise a family there, so have a number of the · old boctlts helpers could supply it? I wish, 
we plugged the entrance up, but that bear the water-stains result- too, that we might · have again the 
she was bound to have the hub of ing from a ducking in a slough verses-yours?-about "I blow on 
that wheel for her nest. Finding where the wagon stuck, tipped, and forever", that you had in your 
that one closed she hopped around spilled part of its load .of boxes. column when the dust storms were 
to the hub of the opposite wheel. Freight had been shipped down the I ~o bad. I sent my copy . to my sis .. 
We plugged that wheel also and lakes to Chicago, if my memory : ter, and never got it .back. 
1 made her a nest in a tree with a serves me right, and then hauled * * * : 
can. I haven't been there since, and ' many miles from a railroad to a IF ANY READER HAS THE 
don't know whether or not she has farm in La Salle county, where. the, -text of the poem for which M,rs. 
made use of her new house." Wilcox tribe first settled. A sister I Beasley asks and will send it in it 
* * * remained there, but soon after the will be thankfully received. 
THE NESTING HABITS oFlwar, four brothers, of. whom my Mrs. Beasley's little poem of · I father Lumund Wilcox, was I thanks for rain is as follows: 
birds are 8:lways interest~ng, and oung~st, settled in the 'panhandle' 1 * * * 
often amusmg. At odd times for ~f Ford county. Later the western ] THANK GOD FOB RAIN. 
many da~s years a_go .. I watch?d .a urge seized all but one of them By Elizabeth Wficox Beasley. 
~ren trymg to bmld a nest m a and they went to Iowa, South Da- Thank · God-thank God for rain 
disused pump on the Peter Ferry kota and Colorado.. Twelve years at last- . . , .. 
farm near Manvel. The plunge:r; in S~uth Dakota, from 1884 to 1896, I Oh, thanks for. every drop that 
had . been .. taken from t~e pump~ I was all my mother seemed able t~ falls! 
lea vmg only the perpendicular op d nd ·we returned to Illl- We who have seen the wells go · 
ening which ran down several feet :isur,:;h:n I was 12. I came to dry, 
belo~ ground lev.el. The w~en, North Dakota with my husband in The fields burn brown, the cattle 
bearmg a small twig, would ahg1:1t , 1915, so I have spent the larger die, · 
on top of the pump, drop the twig t of my life in "The Land of I The dust cloud·s whirling far and 
into the opening, then turn its head I par D k t ,, fast 
on one side as if listening for the \ the a o as* * * .. Where Famine, Drouth's grim com,. 
twig to touch bottom. ~hen s~e "A MIGRATING FAMILY I rade, calls . . 
w~uld fly ?ff, to return 11: ll fe~ such as mine, which has never To us, each drop brings .. hope 
mmutes with another twig. This I d wealth finds it hard to again. 
t . t· u d f da s possesse ' ' opera ion was con m e or Y ' keep family treasures. Books were Thank God today, for soaking rain! 
1 
but the wren never got the pump highly treasured, and though heavy 
filled. At last she gave up the ef- not hard to transport. So I am 
fort and, presuma~ly, sought a fortunate enough to have a com-
house that could be filled more eas- plete set of Shakespeare's plays, 
llY_;. + i:pted in 1817, a Greek testament, 
I HAVE OFTEN WONDE~ED THOSE LITTLE SPARROWS 
t
; why, in nature's scheme of things, are said sometimes to get even 
with invading cowbirds by build-
it was necessary to make the bite ing over the cowbirds' eggs. I have 
of a mosquito poisonous. When read of nests which had been built 
one supplies food four or five times over as many 
:for the mosquito, foreign eggs. 
why should he be * * , * 
poisoned in do- THE MOURNING DOVE SITS 
ing it! I under- patiently on her nest day after 
stand that the ir- day. It seems that she ha.s been 
r it at i o n that at it long enough to hatch out her 
comes f r o m a brood, but I haven't kept track. 
mosquito · bite is r The mourning dove, so I have read 
caused by the in- somewhere starts laying eggs in an 
jection of a min- 'uncompleted nest and alternates -
ute quantity of a the laying o'f eggs with work on 
f 1 u id which is the nest, building its walls higher 
n e c es s a r Y . to as she finds time to attend to that 
make~ the blood job. 
digestible in the * * * 
w. P. Davies. mosquito's in- SPEED BOAT RACING IS NOT 
nards - some- usually considered hazardous to 
thing like that. All right. But why the spectators on shore, but , it 
does it have to be poisonous? proved to be the other day at Se-
*- * * attle when a motor boat driven by 
ALL SORTS OF SMEARS AND Adolph Spreckles took a sudden 
lotions are used to prevent mos- .land cruise and injured a dozen 
qui to bites and to ward · off their :
1 
spectators. Spreckles had complet-
eff ects. Oil of cedar, oil of .Pepper- 'ed one heat of a race and was 
mint, citronella and a lot of other 1 headed for tbe landing. Apparent-
things are used to keep mosqui- :· Iy he was unable· to release the 
toes away. Many of them are ef-
1 
automatic speed throttle which he 
f ective for a time, but some of , · had used in the race and he was 
them evaporate so quickly that too close to the landing to turn in 
they last for only a few minutes, : time. The boat shot up the sloping 
and others smell so abominably beach, flew clear over the head of 
that the smell is about as bad as one woman, and plowed through a 
the bite. Mrs. Roger Carroll tells mass . oi spectators. It finally land-
me that she has found soap to be ed on top of a truck, throwing 
effective as a curative agency. In Spreckles high in the air, against 
the evening, after being bitten a telephone pole. There he hung, 
while working in the garden, she suspended on one of the iron steps 
anoints the affected spots with a which employes use for climbing 
creamy mixture of soap and water and which had caught in his cloth-
which is later washed off with cold ing. While several persons were 
water. This, she finds, allays all ir- scratched and bruised there were 
ritation. I have heard, too, that no serious injuries, except to Mr. 
rubbing the spot with a cake of Spreckles, who, it is reported, had 
soap immediately after a bite is to have his arm amputated. That 
quite effective. will be a story for Ripley to file 
* * * away in his scrapbook. 
AT LAST A CHIPPING SPAR- *- * * 
· row has brought forth young in FROM THE OPPOSITE SIDE 
one of my evergreens. This is the of the continent comes a different 
· third attempt. The other two, last story. At Ne~ark, N. J., Arthur 
year and the year before, were fail- Moritz parked his car in front of · 
ures. In each of those cases the a friend's house while he went in-
sparrow' s nest was invaded by a to call. Approaching the car two 
cowbird which laid its oversize egg hours later he found it ·n posses-
in the nest, and the owner aband- sion of a black alley cat which 
oned it. In one case the cowbird's snarled and spit at him. He at-
egg was thrown from. the nefl. and tempted to eject the cat and got 
I watched the cowbird just finish- his hand scratched. Then he called 
ing the job of tearing the nest to the police, and two policemen were 
pieces. This year the hatching is badly scratched. The :f:iumane so-
completed and there is at least one c~ety was called in, and by skillful 
hungry youngster whose parents strategy the cat was captured. The 
are· kept busy finding food for it reason for her behavior was learn-
.. nd its mate·s, if any. The nest is ed when two newly-born kittens 
where I can't get a good look at were found on the bottom of the 
it without coming too close. oar. 
. - - ---'----..t'liia~. .,.. -rr,; ..,... 
THE aocK GARDEN SEEMS 
to be growing ,in popularity. Many 
such gardens are now. to be . found 
in Grand Forks, a~d some of them 
are excellently • designe~. As!de 
DOG RACING IS LEGAL IN 
the state of New York, according 
to a decision rendered by Supreme 
Court Justice Paul Bonynge. The 
s c h e m e under from the artistic manner m which 
which t h e de- the r'ock garden may be t~eated, 
fendant owner of such an embellishment provides a 
a race track op- means for the preservation, in con-
venient form, of rocks whic~ pos-
erates is conced- sess interest because of their for-
ed to be intend-·-- -··- - - 1 
ed as an evasion mation, the locality from :'~ich 
1 
they · came, or some association, 
of the law, but personal or historical. The poo 
the court ho.Ids goes naturally with the rockery, 
that the evasion and in the following paragraphs 
is s.u?ces~ful . . T~e are given some suggestions on the 
dec1s1on reads m plann ng of pools by a writer who 
part: I is an authority on the subject: 
"More than half * * * 
W. P. Davies a century ago, P. t IN A SMALL POOL IT IS WISE 
T. Barnum recorded the fact that to plant only the most free-flow-
the American people delight in be- ering varieties of aquatics. Even a 
ing humbugged and such is st~ll ~4=i-foot pool will accommodate'' 
the national mood. Now here 1s most of the tropical day bloomers; 
this trait more clearly shown thati these come in white, pink and red! 
in tQis field of gambling. A church The pink ones are unusually beau-
affair or bazaar would scarcely be tiful. Night bloomers wil~ do well 
complete without a bevy of win- in a small pool, but as a rule they 
some damsels selling chances on do not take so kindly to cramped 
bed quilts, radios, electric irons and quarters as varieties that unfold 
a host of other things. , their flowers in sunlight. · 
* * ~ * * * 
"IF THE PROCEEDS ARE TO GLORIOSA AND MARLIACEA 
be devoted to the ladies' sewing cir- carna with a sprig of floating heart 
cle or the dominie's vacation, no sin make a beautiful combination I for 
is perceived. and the local prosecu- a small, six-foot pool. The sprig 
tor, whoever or wherever he might of floating heart should always be 
be, s.tays his hand. But if a couple placed near the edge of the pool. 
of dusky youths are1 apprehended This is attractive in itself, having 
1 rolling the bones to a state of mod- much the same of growth as the 
erate warmth blind justice per- water poppy, but the yellow fl ow-
l. ceives the infamy of the perform- ers are much smaller and less ance and the law takes its course. showy. Gloriosa bears large deep 
I * * * crimson flowers which, as the sea-
''SWEEPSTAKES AND LOT- son progresses, turn a darker red. 
teries are unspeakably vile and yet If you plant gloriosa you will be 
through them we have contributed sure of a red blossom during the 
so many mjllions to the Irish hos- entire season. Marliacea carnea is 
1 pitals that it is rumored patriotic also a profuse bloomer and always 
Irishmen volunteer to have their has at least one flower open 
tonsils and appendixes removed throughout the Summer. The flow-
just to keep the hospital beds oc- ers are a delicate soft, shell pink, 
cupied and the nur.ses employed. deepening toward the base of the 
* * * petals. 
"FOR A GENERATION OR 
more, betting at horse races was 
unlawful. After this prolonged 
burst of morality, the legislature 
suddenly discovered the need of 
iIQ.proving the breed of horses. In 
a backhand way, this legislature 
restored tace track betting by re-
moving the criminal penalties. But 
let no· one suspect that our best 
citizens · repair to Belmont Park 
and other nearby tracks for the 
purpose of betting or gambling. 
Perish the thought, for their brains 
rest on higher things. Improving 
* * * ~HIS COMBINATION MAY 
easily be grown in three bushels 
of prepared soil spread over the 
bottom of the pool, and in only 10 
inches of water. One of the n;iain 
objections to growing lilies on the 
floor of the pool is the fact that 
the gold fish are likely to keep the 
mud stirred up and the water 
cloudy. The beauty of a pool is al-
ways enhanced by the reflections 
of the · surrounding landscap~ on 
the surface of the clear water. 
the breed of horses is their aim." _IN * * * A SIX-FOGT POOL YOU 
can easily off set .cloudy wa t er by 
setting the ·plants in boxes of pre-
pared soil. These must, however, be 
topped with small stones or pe]:>bles 
to keep the fish from burrowing 
among the roots. 
* * * TO BREAK UP THE WATER-
line about the pool plant sedums or 
hens and chickens. A broken water 
line · is not only beautiful but it 
lends size to the pool. A ledge 
about one side filled w-ith sweet 
flag or a planting of water forget-
me-nots (myosotis palustris) will 
. add to the charm of the pool. Wa-
ter forget-me-nots have a tendency 
to become leggy so keep the plants 
cut back. You . will be sure to en-
joy the beautiful turquoise blue of 
these flowers. ~ish will prevent 
I 
mosquitoes from forming and 
snails will act as scavengers. 
WHATEVltR THE ·halter 
future of Joe Louis, who received ' towed 
around the horse's 
it in to shore. 
* * * 
MRS. W. J. HEWITT SR., RE- 1 
turning from a visit to her old 
has already made home in Ontario, has passed to me 
a r i n g l'ecord a. copy of the Guelph Mercury, the 
never equaled and city's evening paper, which is 
not likely to be rounding out its eighty-second year 
equaled. He has of publication. How time does fly! 
been a profes- Guelph, I notice, is celebrating the 
s i on a 1 pugilist completion of a fine quarter-mil-
less t h a n two lion dollar postoffice building and 
years. His first is naturally proud of the fact. 
his first · knockout on Friday night 
at the ha,1ds of Max Schmeling, he 
professional bat- * * * 
W.P. Davies 
tie was fought rm I CAN REMEMBER WHEN 
July 4, 1934. Since that part of the country was con-
that time, until sidered new, yet Guelph has had 
he met Schmel- postal service for 108 years. The 
ing, he had en- first postoffice was established 
gaged in 2 6 there about a year after the com-
rights, winning munity itself was founded when all 
every one. He the surrounding country was al-
had scored 22 knockouts and four most unbroken forest. In the setc 
decisions. ' tlements of those early days the 
* * ::1< I tavern was among the first busi-
AS AN AMATEUR Lo u rs ness places. It was as standard as 
the church, school and general 
fought 54 times, scoring 43 knock- store, and quite appropriately. 
outs. He won seven decisions and Guelph's first postoffice was in the 
lost four . . Up to the end of 1935 village t1i:vern. 
(figures on the Uzcudun fight are * :i< -I< 
not available), he had collected THE TAVERN OF THOSE 
purses totaling $333,994, and re- days, of course, was not a mere 
ceipts from radio, movie and other drinking place. There had to be 
sources increased that sum mater- some place for the "entertainment 
ially. His complete record as a pro- of man and beast" on their travels 
fessional up to the end of 1935 fol- and the country tavern was such a 
lows: place. There the traveler could find 




July 4-Jack Kracken 
July 11-Willie Davis 
July 29-Larry Udell 
Aug. 13-Jack Kraz 
Aug. 27-Buck Everett 
Sep. 11-0tto Burchuk 
Sep. 25-A. Wiater 
Oct. 24-Art Sykes 
Oct. 30-Jack O'Dowd 
Nov. 14-S. Poreda 
Nov. 30-C. Massera 
Dec. 14-Lee Ramage 
1935. 
Jan. 14-P. Ferroni 
Jan. 11-H. Birkie 
Feb. 22-Lee Ramage 
Mar. 8-Red Barry 
Mar. 28-Natie Brown 
Apr. 13-Roy Lazer 
Apr. 23-Biff Benton 
Apr. 27-Roscoe Toles 
Apr. 30-Willie Davis 
May 3-G. Stanton 
June 25-Prima Carnera 
Aug. 7-King Levinsky 
Sep. 24-Max Baer 
Total 
Result. Purse. ling for his horse, and a glass of 
beer or a dram of liquor if he 
KO 1 $50 wished either. And liquor was not 
~g i ~g permitted to be sold by the drink 
Won g 125 except where hotel accommoda-
KO 2 150 I' tiops were maintained. 
w~0 16 }88 - * * * 
KO 8 280 FOR MANY YEARS ONTARIO 
~g f }55 licensed the sale of liquor in gro-
KO 3 l lOO cery stores, but the sale there was 
KO 9 2'.200 not intended to be for consumption 
Won 10 2 900 1 on the premises. The intent was 
KO 10 1:soo that the customer should buy there 
KO 2 2,500 his pint or gallon of liquor and 
W~o 1~ ~·g83 take it away with him. But where 
KO 3 4:200 the liquids were dispensed in bulk, 
KO 3 1,000 sale by the drink was easy, and the 
~g ~ ~ grocery store was often the scene 
KO 3 500 of considerable tippling. The gro-
KO 6 44,000 cer's license was aQolished many 
KO 1 47,700 
KO 4 217,337 years ago. 
*· * * 
$333,994 THE FIRST POSTOFFICE OF 
* * * which I have any recollection was 
WHAT WAS AT FIRST in the same building with the vil-
thought to be a real seahorse, its !age tavern, and was operated by 
head bobbing up above the waves the tavern keeper. The building 
off the shore of Lake Huron at was a long, low structure, with bar 
Kintail, near Goderich, Ont., turn- room at one end, rooms for guests 
ed out to be a blind steed that had and for the family in the center, 
waded out into the lake, mvam and the postoffice room at the 
aimlessly about and finally landed farther end. Usually the postoffice 
on a sandbar. Kintail folk gathered room was kept locked, but Colin 
on the beach to watch the strange Milloy, tavern keeper and post-
antics of the terror-stricken beast. master, could always be summoned 
It would strike out, not knowing from somewhere about the prem-
where it was going, but instinct al- ises to receive or deliver mail. 
ways brought it back to the sand There wasn't much mail in those 
bar and safety. Finally its owner days, anyway. The receipt of a let-
put out for the sandbar, threw a I ter was a reat event. 

I AM SORRY THAT PLANS tion, long enough really to see and 
made for some tb.p.e prevent me enjoy it, is one of the things I have 
planned and left undone these 
from accepting an invitation to at- many years. I have heard much of 
tend the ·annual picnic of settlers the beauties of that section, and I 
in the vicinity of hope that others from the prairie 
the Turtle moun- may find their way there this sea-
tains which is to son. 
be held at Butte * * * 
St. Paul Tuesday, IT IS AN OLD SAYING THA~ 
June 30. The in- the landsman dreams of the sea. 
vitation is ex- How the . glamor of the sea ap-
tended by Dana peals to the inland dweller is set 
Wright, - deputy forth in the following sonnet which 
revenue collector won high praise at the time of its 
at St. John, and publication from John Masefield, 
an enthusiastic poet laureate of Great Britain: 
compiler of his- * * * 
torical and geol- THE LI'I'TLE SHIP THAT 
o g i c a 1 informa- NEVER SAILS. 
t i o n concerning By Glenn Ward Dresbach. 
that section of At work on inland farms he must 
North Dakota. have dreamed, 
Concerning the park at Butte. St. In restless youth, of sailing ships 
Paul Mr. Wright says: that came 
* * * With lifted i:iows where still the 
"WE HAVE A 10 ACRE STATE wonder gleamed 
park ·on the summit of the butte From seas and ports he loved but 
and it is being enlarged to 50 acres could not name. 
as soon as the papers can be In him was some old trace of blood 
drawn, deeding it to the state. that knew 
· While this is not the highest point The lift of sails and thrill of blow-
in this region, it is the best view- ing spray-
point · from . the south side of the But land · had held hint a:nd the 
mountain and , is- a favorite place harvest grew 
from which to get a general view And he never dared to go away. 
of wooded region to the north and ·roo old at last for work, his ' knot-
the sweep of prarie to the south, ted hands 
formerly the site of glacial Lake Have turned to dreams his youth 
Souris. saw shining by, 
* * · * And at a window facing prairie 
"THIS PARK PROJECT IS AN lands 
outstanding example of . what lo- He sees the cloud-ships billowed 
cal initiative can do; the park, with ¢town the sky. 
its rugged monument is the result Each day he sits there, till the 
of ' work and generosity of people light must fail, 
in the immediate locality, the land To build his little ships that never 
being donated by Mr. and Mrs. Jo- sail. 
seph Bogaslawski, community spir- * * * 
it organized work parties and pie- ON A BATTLESHIP A DOZEN 
nics to 6.evelop the grounds and years ag3 I four d two sailo.rs from 
build the monument, where a less North. Dakota, born and reared 
active and public spirited group about as far from salt water as it 
would h~ve waited for some one to is possible to get on this continent. 
do it for them. I should. say that a large majority 
* · * * of the crew were from inland 
MR. WRIGHT ADDS THAT states. Officers told me that they 
when driving 0·.1e best way to reach got few :-ecruits from the water 
the park is by No. 3 west of Rolla fronts of tne' big cities-the fewer 
and Dunseith to a point about a the better. The water front youth, 
mile west of the Bottineau-Rolette they said, were likely to be de~ec-
county line, where a sign indica_tes tive, mentally, morally or physical-
a side road up to the butte. Except ly, and in . many cases it was be-
for a short trip by train .many ~ause of these defects that they 
years · ago, on which there was no had drifted to the docks. They 
opportunity to leave the railroad, I !ound that ' ~Ile boy· from ~he -farm, 
- have never visited the Turtle or from the small town, was more 
Mountains, and a visit to that sec- likely to make a good sailor. 
A FEW .DAYS AGO I QUOTED tonight and I'll see if I can borrow 
a news paragraph telling of th~ 20 dollars." But Oldfieeld said that 
interest shown in London in 1, if things stood that way he could 
probably I borrow the 20 himself, 
treatment ·for hay fever by th and he did. 
W. P. Davies. 
use of what is * * * 
termed zinc io- "AFTER THAT,'' SAID OLD-
nization said to field, "I got into racing. I piled up-
. have been devel- some records and made some 
oped in a London money." As an afterthought he ad-
hospital. A local ded, "Henry did pretty well, too." 
specialist read Some years later a mutual frienq. 
the article with remarked to Ford that Oldfield 
in t e r e st, an d had helped to make him-Ford. 
some amusement, Ford replied, ''Well, I helped to 
for he says that make him, too." That remark was 
this form of repeated to Oldfield. When Old-
treatment for hay field next met Ford he said, "I un-
f ever has been in derstand that you're going around 
use in ·G r an d telling people that · you made me 
Forks for two and l made )·ou. But I can tell you 
years. He says this: I did a damn sight better job 
that while the than you did." 
treatment seems to be useful in * * * 
some cases it is anything but a w HILE SOME VALUABLE 
sure cure or sure preventive. work has been done ·by CCC, the 
* * * institution is not universally popu-
WITHOUT KNOWING. ANY- lar. It h'.l.s done some things that 
thing about the · facts I suggest ought not to have been done at all, 
that the London treatment may be and some other things have been 
a modification of and improvement done in the wrong places. Clear-
on something already in use. The ing out underbrush, cutting down 
London hospital which is credited hills and straightening roads are 
with this recent development seems well enough in their placec, but 
to be a reputable one, and, presum- there are places where they rer,,e-
ably, its specialists are familiar sent misguided effort. 
with experimental work which has * * * 
been done ·in this field elsewhereo THE OWNER OF A COTTAGE 
* * * over in Minnesota bought his 
BARNEY OLDFIELD, FORM- ground near a small lake and built 
e~ · speed king, who is now devoting his cottage there · largely because of 
himself to preaching safety in the the seclusion of the place. It was 
handling of automobiles, tells some off the main highway, and was 
interesting stories of his early con- approached by a winding road 
tacts with Henry Ford. He drove which" led through a picturesque 
Ford's racing car in a race against bit of forest. Few person·s had oc-
Winton, and later in a speed test casion to use that trail. Young for-
he drove the same car a mile in 51 est growth abounded, and in it 
seconds- That was the first time birds innumerable and small ani-
that a car had been driven a mile mals found refuge. 
in less than a minute~ · ~ * * 
* *· * MOST OF THE FEATURES 
AFTER SPENDING SOME which lent charm to· the place , 
time with. .Ford, . and failing to see have vanished. CCC workers have 
much in prospect, he thought of re- cleared out the undergrowth, and 
turning to Toledo, where he had a the little wild creatures must find 
job in sight. He was dead broke. homes ets·ewhere. The road has 
He went to Ford and said ''Hank, been "improved" by being partly 
I need 20 bucks!' What do you leveled and straightened~ Curves 
want 20 bucks for?" demanded that once gave the road charm 
Ford. "I vtant to go to Toledo and have · been eliminated in the inter-
get me a job." "That's · all · right," est of speed. The old timber road 
~eplied Ford, "but I haven't got 20· used only by those who sought se-
bucks.'' "Doggone you!'' exclaimed clusion and wild natural beauty, 
Oldfield, "I thought you told me has become a public thoroughfare. 
you were worth $7,000.'' "So I am,'' It needs only a filling station or 
said Ford,. "but that's in a farm two, a few hot dog · stands . and. a 
down at Dearborn that's In my few acres of signs to make it com-
'Yife's name. But you come around pletely "civilized." 
KING EDWARD IF WE FOLLOWED THE CUS-
ed his fortf-second birth ay by tom in this country of conferring 
. . , titles and elevating commoners to 
conferring a title of nobillt on his .various , g;rades of nob~lity, what 
mother, a . pleasing gest re to titles would be borne by John D. 
which :fe"7 are Rockefeller . in recognition of his 
likely to·. t4ke. ex- gifts to scientific bodies. Andrew 
ception . .. Perhaps Carnegie might have been made 
"title . of nobility duke of ~ Pittsburgh. And, if Presi-
"title of nobility'' dent Roosevelt' had the job of dis-
correct technical tributing titles just now, I'm won-
term, but at any dering what sort of dukedom he 
rate, her majesty would confer on the honorable Al-
Queen Mary . is fred E~ Smith· for his distinguished 
· · now Dame Grand services to the nation and the 
Cross · of the Roy- Democratic party. 
al Victorian Or- -. * · * * 
der. The birthday THERE IS A NEW HAZARD 
w a s celebrated, against which aircraft must guard. 
according to, cus- A British pilot · crashed the other 
· tom, by · · confer- day on , the upper deck . of the gr~at 
ring honors · on a French liner, N ormandie, ·· and nar-
w. P. Davl~s number of Brit- rowly escaped dropping right into 
ons for services to the . pubUc, one of the ship's funnels, plane and 
or-whisper-to the party.· all. Swooping too low over the ship 
* * * the plane struck a derrick .which 
SIR HERBERT AUSTIN MO- was unloading an autom~blle. \T.he 
· · · ' _ pilot said that as : he passe~ over 
tor manufacturer, was. ~ade .a ba the funnel the warm air deprived 
ron, not bec~use of the number or his wings of .their lift and :he felt 
quality of his cars, but in recog- .f h were being sucked in. 
nition of his gift of $250,000 to as 1 e * * * · 
Cambridge univ~rsity for physical CANADA'S INDIAN POPULi-
resea:r:ch. That 1s an honor which lation . has increased during the 
seems to. ~ave n~ , connectio~ with past five. years from 108,000 to 112,-
party ~olltics. It, 1s well qnderstood OOO. , It will be .news to some per-
.that titles are oft~n . conferred in son that the largest Indian popu-
reward for contributi.ons to the lation in Canada is in Ontario, -o~e 
war chest of the political party in of the older 
I 
provinces. In tha~ 
power, but t~e .real reason for such province theve· are 30,000 Indians, 
awards, . which everybody under"' a number, just about equal to t~at 
stands, 1s not ment.loned except in all · three prairie . provinces; 
privately. Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Al-
* * · * berta. In the • Northwest Territor-
THERE IS A STORY OF A ies, which . i~clude all . that vast 
magnate who wished to become a stretch of ·unorganized country ex-
duke, and who had made discreet tending to the · Arctic ocean,. and 
advances to the I ruling powers on reaching from Alaska to Labrador, 
I the subject. It was suggested to there are only 3,854 Indians, an 
him that it he would ·contribute, average of about · one Indian to 
, ha.If a million. -0r so to the · treasury each 250 square miles. As · Indians 
of the party then in power he constitute the bulk of the popula-
could be made duke, let us say, ot ion in much of that territory, there 
·.Twickenham at the approaching is no lack of elbow room in the 
New Yea..r•s distribution . of honors. north section of the continent. 
He had the money and ·was willing * * * 
to pay. ·But . he was a . canny s~ul . 'ON· THE SMALL ,RESERVA-
·.and was taking. no· chances. ·.He tions in Ontario the Indians are 
wanted to make sure that the stable ·and in many· cases ' are ' as 
. goods would be delivered · in · ex.. advanced in · indu~try as are .their 
change for the cash. He wrote . ~ white nelghbo;ra. · They own . and 
check for the suggested sum, but cultivate their own lands· and have 
he dated it J'anuary 2 and .signed it made creditable progr~ss in · farm-
.,Twlckenham." Ing. . · 

IT HAS BEEN SAID THAT northwest until Mark h mself land-
the stranger, visiting Cavalier e"'d in Langdon to become one of 
county, may quite appropriately its most useful citizens. 
ask the fir~t man he meets wheth- . *' * * 
er he came from A GATHERING OF CAVALIER 1 
Huron or Bruce, ' county old settlers, such as was' 
and that the pos- ' held at Langdon last week, brings , 
sibility that he together men and women who were 
came from . neith- real pioneers. At that meeting sev-
er of those coun- eral were present, and the names 
ties may be dis- of many others were read, who are I 
missed as neglig- still living on the farms which they I 
i' b 1 e. · T h a t is homesteaded when settlers first I 
stretching the began to move into that county. ' 
point a little, for They were a rugged lot, and the : 
among the resi- years have not effaced traces of I 
dents of Cavalier the fine character which enabled 
county are those them to live, hopefully and cour-
f r o m s e v e r a 1 ageously through the strenuous 
European c o u n- experiences of pioneer life. 
w. P. Davies tries as well as * * * 
from several Am- A TRIP FROM GRAND FORKS 
erican states~ Nevertheless Huron through Grafton to 'Hamilton, 
and Bruce have contributed very across · to Cavalier and Langdon 
appreciably to 'Cavalier's popula- and back by way of i;>ark River 
tion. and Larimore, makes an interest-
* * * ing summer day's outing. The level 
HURON AND BRUCE, AS EV- fields ', of the valley are always 
eryone ought to know, are two beautiful in summer. As one turns 
Ontario counties bordering on Lake west the Pembina mountains, in 
Huron. The opening of the prairie various shades of green, assume an 
country 50-odd years ago made a appearance quite imposing in · con-
, powerful appeal to the adventurous trast with the level of the plains. 
youth of those counties. They have Then comes the broad sweep of the 
been as substantial and progressive uplands, and on the return there 
citizens of North Dakota as their are the rolling hills, with deep/ 
, parents were on Ontario. gorges bere and there, and views o~ 
* * * distant farm land&, groves an1 
ON A BRIEF VISIT TO LANG- timber-lined streams, restful an 
don the other day ·I discovered satisfying in their quiet beauty~ 
that Mark Forkner, who operates * * * 
the Cavalier County Republican in PARTICULARLY · IN SUCH .A 
such odd moments as he has left little journey recommended to 
over after guiding the destinies of those who feel that because of 
the North Dakota Press associa- some really distressing drouth, ev-
tion, attending to his duties as a erything is gone to the dogs. No-
member of the Masonic Grand where in that territory covered, 
Lodge, and helping to ginger up all can it be said that crops are as one 
the local enterprises in which·· the would like to see them. There are 
people are interested, is a Welsh- occasional fields where the crop
1 
man, several generations removed. may· be said to be good, but gen-
* * * erally the conditions are decidedly 
MARK HIMSELF WAS NOT sub-normal. But when one con-
aware of that fact until quite re- trasts ·those conditions with the 
centiy. In a chance conver&ation conditions in some other sections 
with a stranger he learned that the where there has been no real rain 
stranger knew a family of .Fork- for a year, the difference becomes 
ners, in Illinois, I believe, of whom impressive. Grain generally is too 
Mark had no knowledge. Corres- short and too thin, ·but almost ev-
pondence with members of tnat ery:where it has the rich, dark 
family revealed that they were green color which is evidence of 
distant relatives, and through this strength. And there are no brown 
· new contact a checking of family pastures and no starving cattle. 
records was made. Mark found Pastures are green with fresh 
that his people had come from git"owth, and herds of sleek cattle 
Wales in the seventeenth century chew their cuds contendedly after 
and settled in Virginia. A' ,great- collecting a full meal. All that 
grandfather had fought in the war country ·needs more water, but it 
of 1812, and in lieu of pension had is standing up wonderfully under 
been given a tract o:f land in Illi- conditions which test both the 
nois. Thence, by easy stages Mark's quality of the soil and the charact-
branch of the family had moved er of the inhabitants. 
